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Executive Summary 
Over the past year, a question has loomed over the digital media universe: What will be the fate 
of search when the browser is no longer the front door? As user engagement migrates to mobile 
devices, native apps are replacing the search-centric web as the entry point for search. 

The question’s importance is heightened by search’s longstanding dominance. Browser-based 
search has been the gatekeeper to the web for the past decade. And that dominance has been 
lucrative, especially for market share leader Google, which derives $50 billion annually from 
search advertising. 

Search started in the desktop-heavy world of the 1990s and 2000s, when trillions of web pages 
compelled the creation of an advanced index and a friendly entry point. But an app-centric 
mobile universe —organized into neat little buckets — doesn’t require a search engine as we 
know it. 

This trend’s impact is felt most by Google, as mobile usage grows and 85 percent of mobile 
minutes are spent in-app (Nielsen). In fact, one of the biggest challenges facing Google today is 
carrying its dominance into a new environment with multiple entry points to digital content. 

Google is developing several strategies to do this, some of which have emerged only recently. 
Generally, one thing is clear: Google is avoiding the classic innovator’s dilemma. In some ways it’s 
embracing the push-oriented app formats that threaten search, as we can see with Google Now. 

This report looks at the state of mobile search. How is it affected by emerging technologies (i.e., 
wearables) and shifting user behavior (i.e., millennials)? What are Google and other companies 
doing to thrive in a multi-screen world? And what will be the next decade’s local search business 
models?  
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The Four Horsemen 
 

 

Source: CNN Money 

 

There are famously “four horsemen” of technology that dominate the main competitive areas 
defining the industry: Apple rules hardware, Amazon rules e-commerce, Facebook rules social, 
and Google rules search. Each has points of strength and weakness.  

Apple’s potential weakness lies in a risky share of revenue tied up in hardware, where natural 
cycles of obsolescence require constant innovation. Facebook battles the fickleness of social herd 
mentality. And Amazon is beholden to swings in logistical cost variables such as fuel prices.  

Google, some would argue, has the greatest position of strength given our reliance on its 
technology as an index to most of the world’s information. But its foundation has weakened with 
trends that could lessen that reliance — most notably the shift to mobile.   

With 85 percent of mobile time spent in native apps, according to Nielsen, users sidestep the 
place where Google has established dominance: the browser. Trillions of web pages have 
compelled Google’s advanced index and friendly entry point that make all that information and 
knowledge accessible.   

But the app-heavy mobile environment — already siloed into neat little packages — doesn’t beg 
for a search engine. This is worrisome for Google, whose biggest challenge will be transferring its 
dominance to a digital world with alternate entry points to information and interaction. 

And it’s not just smartphones. Google must accommodate the expanding “device continuum” of 
watches, augmented reality and virtual reality. The underlying implication is how all this affects 
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Google’s ability to make money in driving consumers toward $7 trillion in U.S. local commerce, 
according to BIA/Kelsey1.  

How it will accomplish this is one of the biggest questions determining the competitive landscape 
in media and technology. 

Battlefronts 
A few answers to that core question have become clear from Google’s recent moves. Generally, 
one thing is evident: Google is trying to avoid the classic “innovator’s dilemma” that impedes new 
development. In some ways it’s embracing the formats that threaten search most. This battle will 
happen on many fronts.  

On one battlefront, Google makes great efforts to clean up the mobile web and transform it into 
a more user-friendly and functional environment. Indeed, the mobile web’s functional inferiority 
to native apps is one of the reasons it has lost share as a place where users spend their time.  

The second battlefront will be deep linking. This is the art of indexing content within native apps 
and providing tools for developers to link from one app (or from the web) to deep within other 
apps. It’s a critical area of development, given that native apps currently lack the 
interconnectedness of the web. 

Battlefronts one and two coexist in ironic ways. With the first, Google wants to beat the app 
world; with the second, it wants to join it. But together, they increase Google’s winning probability 
by placing multiple bets. And they further Google’s goal to protect its place at the front door of 
connected experiences. 

But the most important and unrecognized battlefront determining Google’s fate is Google Now. 
This push-based discovery app, categorized by some as a personal assistant, will be the biggest 
test of how Google will live in the app-centric multi-screen world we’ve entered.  

Let’s examine each of these battlefronts. 

 

The Web: Mobile’s Wild West 
Back in April, an ominous message echoed throughout the tech press and the blogosphere: “Are 
you ready for Mopocalypse?” For weeks, the topic dominated tech-world chatter. The impact was 
not as dramatic as anticipated, but the long-term effect will be significant and far-reaching.   

For those unfamiliar, Mopocalypse is Google’s authoritative and proactive move to de-rank sites 
in mobile search results that aren’t optimized. This essentially means no horizontal scrolling, 
zooming or unplayable content such as Flash. Tablets, video and local search are exempt for now. 

                                                      

1 BIA/Kelsey: Call Commerce Influences $1 Trillion in U.S. Spending 

http://blog.biakelsey.com/index.php/2015/07/30/marchex-click-to-call-commerce-influences-1-trillion-in-u-s-spending/
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For years, Google has taken steps in this direction, with incentives to clean up mobile websites or 
use responsive design. But Mopocalypse has proven to be a bigger tough-love moment where 
Google is stressing consequences for bad behavior. It used the carrot; now it’s time for the stick. 

But the question to reveal Google’s larger mission is why? It’s currently fighting a battle with the 
app world, and it’s behind if you consider that 85 percent of mobile time is spent in-app. The 
problem is that Google isn’t the front door to apps in the way it is to the broader web.  

The reason apps are winning this battle? They are often cleaner and more functional than the 
relatively “wonky” mobile web. Making it less wonky — to put it bluntly — is Google’s goal. A 
friendlier mobile web will in turn boost traffic, most of which will flow through Google. 

More importantly, an improved mobile web would be advantageous for mobile users. The mobile 
web has inherent advantages over apps, including its composition of websites that are 
interconnected through links. Apps, by comparison, are more fragmented and less interoperable. 

 

Source: Google 

 

Deep Linking 
While Google fights the battle to clean up the mobile web, it hedges its bet by strengthening a 
position in the app world. It currently provides tools for developers to “deep link” to apps from 
search results. This makes it a sort of front door to millions of apps.  

http://blog.biakelsey.com/wp-content/uploads/Screen-Shot-2015-04-21-at-10.17.30-AM.png
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Let’s say you’re searching for local restaurants on Google. When you find a restaurant you like, 
deep linking allows you to click once to be brought deep within the OpenTable app to make a 
reservation, rather than manually tapping in and out of apps and searching again within 
OpenTable.  

One thing that makes deep linking potentially opportunistic is that it’s currently a large and 
unsolved problem. The interconnectedness Google cultivated on the open web is largely missing 
from the siloed and fragmented app universe. Google could be the right company to fix that. 

A potentially lucrative area where Google could shine is app download ads. These have been big 
revenue drivers for Facebook and others. Google’s ability to index apps in the same way it 
currently indexes websites could position it well to be that app search engine.  

Start-ups already tackling this problem include Vurb, URX and Button. Google has the size, reach 
and indexing muscle to outperform many start-ups. But it potentially faces a classic innovator’s 
dilemma: Cultivating the app universe could accelerate the mobile web’s decline.   

Google has shown the boldness required to avoid this innovator’s dilemma to a certain degree — 
at least much more than other tech giants facing disruption to legacy businesses (such as 
Microsoft). This has been shown most recently by Google Now. 

 

 

Source: MovableInk 

 

Google Now 
Mobile search has long been in a battle with discovery-based content, such as apps and push 
alerts. This has a lot to do with the form factor: It is cumbersome to type (tap) on small touch 
screens. Google’s challenge is to alleviate this pain point in mobile search.  

Google Now is its answer to the challenge. It mines data from other apps and Google properties 
such as Gmail, calendar, maps, etc. These data are used to create a personalized profile and push 
information predictively when certain relevance thresholds are triggered. 
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For example, by pulling in data from email, calendar, maps and weather apps, Google Now can 
tell you your flight is on time, it’s going to rain, and there’s road construction, so you should leave 
20 minutes early and take another route. Examples will broaden as these data sources expand.  

The user interface is also built in a way that departs from the traditional search “10 blue links.” It is 
instead very app-conducive, including “cards” that are the main design component. These 
represent personalized content sources that can be leafed through by swiping left and right. 

When users aren’t in the app, content is delivered by push notifications to the home screen. These 
can be highly targeted and relevant if done right.2 And though this push approach could displace 
traditional active searches, it could grow Google’s net user engagement.  

In other words, because Google Now perpetually searches on users’ behalf to push results when 
predefined relevance thresholds are triggered, these pings can be seen as a sort of proactive 
search result. Regardless of how they are categorized, they are a vessel for organic and sponsored 
content.  

 

 

Source: Google 

Just a Moment 

                                                      

2 BIA/Kelsey: From the BIA/Kelsey Workshop: A Crash Course in Mobile Push Alerts  

http://blog.biakelsey.com/index.php/2014/05/22/from-the-biakelsey-workshop-a-crash-course-in-mobile-push-alerts/
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Google Now embodies the philosophy of “micro-moments.” This is the premise that users’ days 
are composed of short bursts of mobile engagement, in contrast with longer (but fewer) sessions 
of desktop computing. The idea is that content delivery should align with this reality.  

In this construct of micro-moments, there are different types of searches performed compared 
with desktop, as a function of “on-the-go” intent. And there are also opportunities to depart from 
search altogether, hence the Google Now approach to predictively push relevant content to users.   

These micro-moments — potentially more voluminous than active searches — therefore create 
more daily user touch points. That translates to more capacity to monetize situations where 
commercial influence is possible, such as sponsored messages or “cards.” 

For example, Google is experimenting with Google Now cards that are customized to retail 
environments. When it knows you’re at or near a store, these cards show sales, closing hours, 
loyalty card information, price checks, store inventory and other contextually relevant data.   

Another example is a “price drop” card. Google is experimenting with this format, which 
highlights price drops on products in which users have previously shown interest (such as a 
search). These customized cards — like traditional search — can work in both paid and organic 
contexts.  

As for its next steps, Google will expand the utility of Now by broadening the sources of 
personalized data and content from which to draw.  Moving beyond Gmail, calendar and its own 
data sources, it recently launched Now on Tap, which opens up the platform and expands its 
potential utility.  

Now on Tap will accomplish this by opening the platform to third parties. It will allow developers 
to build the tool into their apps, the content of which can then surface in Google Now when 
deemed situationally relevant. This will be one vital cornerstone of Google’s positioning in the 
app world. 

 

Hub & Spoke  
Now on Tap is mutually beneficial for Google and third-party apps. Google Now becomes deeper 
and more functional with third-party content. Third-party apps likewise benefit from more 
distribution by being integrated into a widely used app like Google Now. In this spirit, Google 
considers Now a “hub” app. 

This hub framework — central to Google’s aspirations for the app ecosystem — contrasts with the 
“spoke to spoke” architecture of deep linking and app interoperability outlined above. The latter, 
to summarize, involves spokes (apps) linking to and communicating with other spokes.   

Google Now rather sees itself as a wider entry point — a front door whose main job is to 
integrate and organize the third-party innovation and content. Third parties conversely make up a 
larger and more fragmented universe of spoke apps, which hub apps aggregate and organize.  
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Under that framework, Google Now can run in the background, make intelligent predictions and 
push situationally relevant alerts from spoke apps. For example, it could tell from OpenTable that 
you have a dinner reservation and then alert you to Uber surge pricing or traffic in the area.  

Though this scenario is obviously self-serving to Google — which would maintain its coveted 
front-door status — it does have some user benefits as well. For example, the aggregation that a 
hub accomplishes avoids the untenable volume apps and points of entry of a spoke-to-spoke 
system. 

It also has the benefit of having an overhead view of disparate data sets. When taken together, 
these can provide rich inputs for a predictive engine. Google so far pulls from its own sources 
such as email, calendar and search history. But Now on Tap could provide a much richer mosaic.  

The virtues of the hub approach are contingent on lots of things, including the quality of the hub 
app’s source data and algorithms. This is where Google’s strengths come into play. And a large 
stake in its future rides on Google Now’s ability to effectively connect us to local commerce.  

 

The Endgame: A $7 Trillion Market 
Google’s efforts with Now are aligned with a parallel initiative where it’s placing many chips: 
offline commerce. This can be seen in its Estimated Total Conversions effort to build better 
analytics around how online and mobile user engagement results in real offline conversions.  

The reason this opportunity is important simply comes down to its size. Despite e-commerce’s 
attention and fame, it only accounts for about 7 percent of U.S. retail spending, according to the 
U.S. Census Bureau. The other 93 percent happens offline, and nearly 100 percent of local services 
happen offline. 

In total, this accounts for about $7 trillion in U.S. consumer spending, according to BIA/Kelsey 
estimates. But more importantly, $2 trillion of that is influenced in mobile. So the name of the 
game is driving offline conversions from engagement points that originate on smartphones.  

This opportunity is rich in mobile because of users’ higher purchase intent when compared with 
desktop. There is also a greater chance that mobile users are at or near a store and receptive to 
commerce-oriented push alerts and Google Now cards, such as the Home Depot example below.  
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Source: Google 

Another example is PetSmart. By using Google’s Estimated Store Visits, it learned that 10 percent 
to 18 percent of search ad clicks led to a store visit. This realization informed the decision to 
increase the use of location extensions — the tool that was driving the most store visits — in its 
search campaigns.  

Close to all this is Brendon Kraham, Google’s director of emerging ad sales and product strategy, 
who is in charge of “building and developing Google’s next $1 billion+ ad businesses.” That’s a 
big task, and Kraham is examining ways to extend Google’s capabilities, data and search 
dominance into this new mobile-oriented world. 

In addition to the above products, this involves carrying forward Google’s legacy of innovation in 
performance-based local ads. In mobile, that translates to offline attribution, a la Estimated Total 
Conversions. This is just one way Google is planting its flag in the next decade’s ad equation. 

“It’s still early, but I can see the future that is coming and even now we have the proxy metrics of 
‘did somebody go into a store’ and actually closing the loop with third-party data for a store 
transaction,” Kraham told BIA/Kelsey. “It just takes a bit more heavy lifting to get those insights.” 

 

M-Commerce 
Even though offline commerce is the larger revenue opportunity, Google is still interested in 
having its mobile products drive online purchases (m-commerce). This follows a pattern in 
Google’s strategic moves of placing several bets to diversify its overall opportunity.  

Recent moves to boost m-commerce include buy buttons placed within results pages on mobile 
searches. Known as “Purchases on Google,” these buttons are coupled with its Product Listings 
Ads, lowering friction for users to buy items directly within search results.  

This program is in a pilot phase with a few select partners. In the future it will open up to more 
advertisers but require that they integrate ordering systems with Google. “Buy” buttons will then 
take users to a merchant-branded transactional landing page hosted by Google.  
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Source: Google 

Google won’t take a transaction fee (as Amazon does) but will benefit from how the program 
makes search ads more attractive by clarifying ROI. It hopes this will make conversions more 
transparent and boost its core search advertising business, where all other roads lead. 

Buy buttons interestingly position Google as more of an endpoint for online commerce, rather 
than its traditional role as a launch point to third-party content. They’re bound to be controversial 
for that reason but are a logical move given the lowered friction for small-screen purchases. 

Moreover, this move fits an ongoing theme in in this report that Google’s priority is to maintain 
its front-door position to information and commerce, wherever it’s happening. Indeed, buy 
buttons for retail partners are conceptually similar to deep links to third-party content and apps. 

 

The Wild Card: Wearables 
One big wild card for Google — and several industry players — is wearables. Like Google Now, 
wearables such as Apple Watch will rely heavily on push notifications, due to the difficulty of 
typing on a small screen. But push notifications can be a blessing and a curse because of 
“message fatigue.”  

It will be telling to watch push strategies develop around wearables, with respect to user 
tolerance levels. It requires a delicate balance, given that the risk of creating a nuisance is greater 
on the sacred territory of one’s wrist, as opposed to the ignorable phone in one’s pocket. 

This report’s author has predicted that something like Morse code could find a home on smart 
watches, given the biometric haptics that buzz one’s wrist with message-signifying pulses. Morse 
would align with the form factor as well as the hipster-centric penchant for all things retro. 

This is all being built as we speak and requires lots of experimentation for pinpointing the right 
delivery formula that resonates with users. No one has found that yet. But we do know, as always, 
that wide-scale changes in form factor invite volatility and entry points for disruption. 
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 Source: Apple 

 

 

The Facebook Effect 
Some industry watchers have posited that Facebook will displace Google as a place to search for 
immediate needs. BIA/Kelsey believes this notion is misguided for several reasons.  

It first emerged when Facebook launched Graph Search. For those unfamiliar, Graph Search is the 
social giant’s play at becoming a competitive search utility. The idea is that social connections 
have more relevance than the impersonal — though more voluminous — open web. 

With that philosophy, Graph Search brings search to Facebook’s main interface and use case. 
Compared with Google's ranking algorithm that determines relevance based on keyword and 
page prominence, Facebook will use social data (likes, etc.) to rank and present search results. 

For example, when visiting Cleveland, I might research places to eat or drink that align with my 
affinity for craft breweries. Searching Facebook for terms like “Cleveland breweries” is hoped to 
unearth related posts or comments from trusted friends (or friends of friends) in my social graph. 

But the reason this promise has been unfulfilled is that search is a game won on a combination of 
relevance and volume. Graph Search will have the relevance — governed by the sentiments of 
your friends. But it won’t have a sufficient volume to satisfy all queries.  

This inability to scale is simply because Graph Search’s index of content will mostly be limited to 
Facebook’s walled garden. On that measure, it won't come close to Google's massive index from 
which to mine answers to long tail queries, including local.  
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To use the example above, will my 765 friends contain the probability that enough people have 
experienced and recommended Cleveland breweries? Three trillion pages in Google’s index will 
unearth a more statistically significant sentiment for these types of obscure searches. 

Similarly, there’s an argument in local search that questions the reliability of 3,000 reviews on a 
Google or Yelp listing, in favor of four or five recommendations from friends. This doesn’t hold up 
due to one key factor: Our friends and personal connections are usually chosen for reasons other 
than a shared taste in food. 

Put another way, the social connections that bind us don’t necessarily map to food taste or flat-
screen TV quality. Those are things for which sample size trumps personal connections in 
revealing product quality. There are exceptions in some categories where trust is inherent (i.e., 
child care). 

But even if Facebook is able to play the volume game, another challenge looms: branding. 
BIA/Kelsey is not convinced that Facebook can brand itself as a go-to place for immediate needs. 
Currently, it's not top of mind for finding an owner's manual PDF for a discontinued TV, or a 
locksmith, or everything in between. 

Facebook’s battle will be in convincing the world to think of it as a search utility — a far cry from 
its current DNA. The other question that arises involves “should” rather than “how.” Should 
Facebook taint its “fun” persona with one that’s all about finding a good plumber? The answer so 
far appears to be no, but that is how money is made in search.  

Luckily Facebook has innovated with non-search ad formats like news feed ads. This has come 
from a realization that the feed-based social format is more conducive to brand messaging than it 
is to lower funnel (and local) search-type ads.  

This is all to say that Google’s strengths in local search lie in the volume and scale of its index. 
Even as the entry points to connected experience fragment into apps, those apps won’t 
individually match the utility of Google’s massive search index — not even Facebook and its 
billion mobile users. 

Once again, Google’s objective when adapting to a mobile world will be to index and aggregate 
content from disparate apps. That includes the initiatives outlined throughout this report — Now 
on Tap, hub apps, deep linking, mobile web optimization — and several others it hasn’t yet 
revealed.  

 

Conclusion: The Mother of Invention 
Much of this report focuses on the mobile trends that threaten Google’s search business. 
However, it’s less about threats than inflection points. The changing environment and search-
threatening advent of smartphones could end up causing the necessity for Google’s invention.  

Put another way, the smartphone age and the shifting consumer behavior it brings could be a 
catalyst for Google to move beyond its current “local maximum.” Google’s winning formula will 
have to be some combination of its legacy search business and one built on mobile discovery. 
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For the former, Google built a $50 billion search business in driving clicks and supporting a $350 
billion e-commerce industry. But the mobile environment that now threatens search could 
provoke a much larger revenue opportunity to support the $7 trillion in U.S. offline consumer 
spending. 

The outcome — led by Google Now — will decide the way consumers connect with businesses in 
the coming years. Importantly, it could also determine the way local media companies facilitate 
those connections and help local businesses acquire customers and run their shops.  

Meanwhile, despite massive secular shifts that affect its business, Google isn’t going away anytime 
soon. It will maintain its position as one of the symbolic four horsemen of technology — now with 
a reengineered corporate structure — for at least the foreseeable future.  
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About BIA/Kelsey 

 

BIA/Kelsey is a market research and analyst firm that focuses on all things local. Local media is an 
increasingly dynamic area of ad spending and is quickly evolving with emerging digital platforms 
like mobile, social and search.  

Over the past three decades, BIA/Kelsey has been an authority on these developing technologies 
as well as their forbearers in traditional media, which continue to transform as they likewise 
compete for local ad dollars and consumer affinity.  

Through a suite of products that include research reports, articles, conferences and client 
consulting, BIA/Kelsey analyzes the financial, social and technology trends affecting local media.  

Readers, event attendees and clients are given the inside track on data, analysis, and tactics 
needed to grow and transform in a rapidly evolving media and advertising landscape.  
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Appendix: BIA/Kelsey Mobile Forecast 
One thing BIA/Kelsey would like to avoid is the “sky is falling” rhetoric sometimes seen in link-bait 
predictions of industry demise. That story has certainly been told in the tech media in terms of 
Google’s search volume declines as its user base migrates to mobile.  

Its position is indeed concerning but as stated previously in this report, Google is innovating in 
several ways to live in a post-PC era. We’d also like to qualify our analysis with the assertion that 
search — though it faces threats in a mobile era — is finding some degree of success in mobile.  

Indeed, among mobile ad formats BIA/Kelsey measures, search drives the greatest ad revenues.3 
This is due largely to its pull-based and intent-driven nature that tends to boost performance 
metrics such as click through rates. That higher performance in turn drives premium ad rates.  

Figure 1 - Local Share of Mobile Ad Spend by Format 

 

Source: BIA/Kelsey 

But more than mobile search’s dominance against other ad formats, it’s notable that its volume 
eclipses that of its legacy venue: the desktop. Google announced in May that in most developed 
countries, including the U.S., mobile search query volume now outweighs its desktop counterpart.  

This Google-reported figure is for overall searches. But it’s also worth noting that within the 
subset of local searches, mobile query volume exceeded desktop months ago. This has been 
reported by several firms, including a March report by the Local Search Association.  

Notably, BIA/Kelsey as far back as 2012 predicted this 2015 intersecting point at which mobile 
local search volume would exceed its desktop counterpart. Here is the projection from an April 
2012 mobile ad revenue forecast (devised by the same author of this report).   

                                                      

3 BIA/Kelsey: U.S. Mobile Ad Revenues to Reach $42B by 2019 

http://blog.biakelsey.com/index.php/2015/04/30/biakelsey-forecast-u-s-mobile-ad-revenues-to-reach-42b-by-2019-2/
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Figure 2 - U.S. Local Search Market: Mobile vs. Desktop 

 

Source: BIA/Kelsey, 2012 

Based on lots of marketplace evidence, BIA/Kelsey now believes the intersecting point actually 
happened in late 2014. Adjusting to that reality and looking forward, the most recent forecast 
(May 2015) projects mobile local search query volume as follows. 

Figure 3 - U.S. Local Search Volume: Mobile vs. Desktop 

 
Source: BIA/Kelsey, 2015 
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This will be important to watch, as search volume is foundational to mobile ad revenues. These 
projections will be updated in the next round of BIA/Kelsey’s biannual forecasting. That process is 
under way currently, with figures to be released in October 2015.  

 

Appendix II: Video Slide Companion 
As characterized throughout this report, BIA/Kelsey continues to see a shift from active search to 
passive discovery, as smartphone usage itself grows. That’s especially true with local search, given 
that portability and location awareness are more conducive to push-based content.  

How this overall concept continues to evolve (and implications for advertisers) was the theme of a 
presentation recently given by this report’s author. A replication of that presentation has been 
produced and made available for readers of this report.   

The video is hosted on an unlisted YouTube page. It is only available by using this link (or clicking 
the image of the presentation cover below). The 30-minute presentation is made up of slides and 
audio voiceover and is meant to be a supplement to the analysis provided in these pages.   

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6-ljPs7Oap0&feature=youtu.be
https://youtu.be/6-ljPs7Oap0
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